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MARKET POWER AND INEQUALITY: 
THE REVENGE OF THE RENTIERS VI

-

-

some systemic shifts in power relations between 
core economic actors in the non- nancial corporate 
sector  t is base  on the n erstan in  that instit -
tions matter  a lot  The Economist   an  that 
rebalancin  power  t inson    is essential 

for achie in  s stainable an  incl si e prosperity at 
both national an  international le els  n partic lar  it 
e amines how the contin o s ere lation of labo r  
pro ct an  nancial mar ets has i en rise to str c-
tural shifts in power relations between labour and 
capital in de eloped economies  and between tates 
and lar e corporations at the lobal le el  

Concerns that economic analysis has not paid much 
attention to power relations  and speci c concerns 
about the structural effects of the rowin  mar et 
domination and lobbyin  powers of lar e corpora-
tions  are not new  a l rebisch  C s rst 

ecretary- eneral  ar ued that such effects had 
hampered catchin  up in the outh after the end of 
the econd orld ar  and had systemically tilted 
the ains from international trade and in estment 
in fa our of the orth  s rebisch noted in  

o the siphonin -off of income from the enter-
prises producin  and e portin  primary oods and 
importin  manufactures  prior to industriali ation  
as well as from the public utility enterprises  
was added the draina e of income throu h the 

transnational corporations  as they came to play 
a more and more acti e part in industriali ation  
often shelterin  behind an e a erated de ree of 
protection   do not  of course  e clude ban in  
and nancial corporations  hus a chan e too  
place in the composition of the dominant periph-
eral roups lin ed up with the centres and a web 
of relations fa ourable to their economic  politi-
cal and strate ic interests was wo en rebisch  

  

hese concerns ha e been lar ely i nored in the 
sin le-minded pursuit of hyper lobali ation  but they 
are now resurfacin   focus on the science of tam-
in  powerful rms  was e ident in  when the 

wedish Central an  ri e in conomic ciences in 
emory of lfred obel was awarded to the rench 

economist ean irole for his analysis of mar et 
power and re ulation  and his role in addressin  
concerns that hi hly concentrated mar ets  if left 
unre ulated  often produce socially undesirable 
results  prices hi her than those moti ated by costs  
or unproducti e rms that sur i e by bloc in  the 
entry of new and more producti e ones  hat is 
new in this debate is not so much a preoccupation 
with bad apples  or the use of potentially abusi e 
practices by indi idual rms in isolation  rather  it 
is the concern that increasin  mar et concentration 
in leadin  sectors of the lobal economy and the 
rowin  mar et and lobbyin  powers of dominant 

corporations are creatin  a new form of lobal rentier 
capitalism to the detriment of balanced and inclusive 
rowth for the many  

his chapter ta es a closer loo  at these concerns  
ection  discusses the intellectual and historical 

roots of contemporary debates about rents  rentiers and 
rentier capitalism  t hi hli hts the fact that rents and 
rentier behaviour are not limited to the owners of nan-
cial assets and to nanciali ed investment strate ies  
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they also e tend to non- nancial corporations that use 
their rowin  mar et domination and lobbyin  pow-
ers to en a e in re ulatory capture  his section also 
estimates the rowth of non- nancial rents in the form 
of surplus  or e cess  pro ts since  or this 
purpose  C  has constructed a database of con-
solidated nancial statements of listed non- nancial 
companies in  developed and developin  countries 
CFS database  ection C provides empirical evi-

dence on trends in mar et power and concentration in 

non- nancial corporations  ection  e plores some 
core mechanisms that underlie corporate rentierism  
such as the strate ic use of intellectual property ri hts 

s  ta  evasion and the proliferation of public 
subsidies to lar e corporations  as well as stoc  mar-
et manipulation to boost compensation for rms  

chief e ecutive of cers C s  and top mana ement  
Section E concludes with a brief discussion of the 
mechanisms that facilitate and reinforce the emer-
ence of lobal rentier capitalism

B. Rentier capitalism revisited

roadly spea in  rents refer to income derived 
solely from the ownership and control of assets  rather 
than from innovative entrepreneurial activity and the 
productive use of labour  he ori in of rents and their 
impact on wider economic performance have been 
the sub ect of some debate

ne source of economic rents is the natural scarcity 
of some economic assets or resources  he obvious 
e ample is land  Even thou h the application of tech-
nolo y to boost a ricultural yields or to facilitate the 
extraction of mineral deposits will increase the mar-
et value of land  it is ultimately in xed supply  his 

allows its owners to command rental income from its 
use by others  he ar ument for rents arisin  from 
the scarcity of an asset or economic resource is less 
convincin  when these are reproducible  n this case  
speci c talents and s ills may be temporarily scarce 
in speci c locations and for speci c mar ets  but 
there is no intrinsic scarcity to ustify rental incomes  
t is for this reason that eynes characteri ed the 

modern nancial rentier as a functionless inves-
tor  who presumably can obtain interest because 
capital is scarce  ust as the owner of land can obtain 
rent because land is scarce  ut whilst there may be 
intrinsic reasons for the scarcity of land  there are no 
intrinsic reasons for the scarcity of capital  eynes  

  

n eynes  observation  rents derived from the 
ownership of capital are thus the result of arti cial 
scarcity  imposed by rules of the ame  i e  prop-
erty ri hts  re ulations  institutional arran ements 

and power relations between sta eholders  which 
determine who enerates an income from privile ed 
access to  and control of  speci c assets  and who 
will have to ma e a livin  throu h traditional entre-
preneurial activity or the provision of labour  ore 

enerally  a person ets a rent if he or she earns an 
income hi her than the minimum that person would 
have accepted  the minimum usually bein  de ned 
as income in his or her next-best opportunity  han 
and omo    Standard economic textboo s 
de ne this minimum  in terms of a ero-rent model 
of perfectly competitive mar ets in which there are 
no rents because there is neither mar et power nor 
political power  ther approaches  such as in classi-
cal and eynesian economics  uestion the utility of 
such an abstract ero-rent  model  ents have existed 
throu hout history  but their predominant forms and 
their wei ht relative to productive behaviour have 
chan ed over time alon side structural economic and 
socio-institutional chan e  he relevant benchmar  
is therefore not some ctitious notion of a world 
without rents or power  but earlier institutional and 
economic settin s characteri ed by speci c types of 
rents  n this view  the public face of the rentier has 
varied over the course of economic history  includin  
landowners and landlords  shareholders  nanciers 
and  eventually  top mana ers and CE s of lar e 
corporations box  

Economists mostly a ree that  by and lar e  rents 
are unproductive  he exception is Schumpeterian 
rents box  since these do not result from re u-
latory protection  and are  by de nition  temporary  

rom a neoclassical point of view  other rents are 
unproductive  since they result from distortions to 
perfectly competitive  ef cient mar ets  onopolists  
for example  are seen as not contributin  to the 
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rowth of the pie  but rabbin  a lar er share of it  in 
the process often also destroyin  wealth  for exam-
ple throu h monopolistic restrictions on production 
Sti lit  a  oreover  the very act of see in  

rents imposes additional costs on society in the form 
of the efforts and resources spent by rent-see ers on 
ainin  access to the rents rue er   

eynes famously advocated the euthanasia of the 
rentier  and conse uently  the euthanasia of the cumu-
lative oppressive power of the capitalist to exploit the 
scarcity-value of capital  eynes    e 
put his faith in a monetary policy of low lon -term 
interest rates that  in combination with a somewhat 
comprehensive socialisation of investment  eynes  

  would create a lar e enou h capital stoc  
to ma e rental income from capital non-viable  as 
well as ensure full employment  any of eynes  
ideas to rein in nancial rentierism were anticipated 
in the ew eal policies of the s in the nited 
States discussed in the next chapter  Similar meas-
ures  coverin  re ulations of the ban in  system  the 
stoc  mar et  labour relations as well as antitrust 
le islation  were adopted in most estern European 
economies in the period leadin  up to  durin  and 
after the Second orld ar  he result was a period 
of unprecedented rowth avera in  almost  per 
cent annually  in these economies between  and 

 low  and often fallin   ine uality  and the 
virtual absence of nancial crises  hile there are a 
number of reasons for the stron  performance of that 
period  the repression of rentierism was one of them

he renewed rise of nancial rentierism since then 
TDRs  and  has been widely blamed 

on the reversal of re ulations relatin  to the ban -
in  and nancial sectors  such as the repeal of the 

lass-Stea all ct in the nited States in  
ntil recently  less attention was paid to the perva-

siveness of predatory rentier behaviour beyond the 
nancial sector and nanciali ed corporate invest-

ment strate ies   widely reco ni ed conse uence of 
these strate ies has been the systematic favourin  of 
short-term nancial returns to institutional sharehold-
ers  which has biased investment patterns towards 
sectors and activities that promise uic  returns at 
the expense of lon -term commitments of nan-
cial resources to productive activities TDR 2016, 
chap   n addition  these strate ies have facilitated 
the expansion of mar et power and domination 
by allowin  rms to levera e short-term nancial 
success and hi h mar et valuation to en a e  for 
example  in a ressive mer ers and ac uisitions 

s  a onic   hile nancial rentier-
ism undoubtedly continues to play a central role  the 
rowin  mar et power of lar e corporations more 
enerally has led to a proliferation of non- nancial 

corporate rent strate ies and to the emer ence of 
a new eneration of rentiers e  Standin   

a er   

ast-risin  mar et power and concentration dis-
cussed further in section C  is at least partly another 
result of the reversal of ew eal-type measures  
such as antitrust policies  nancial re ulations and 

scal policies that were desi ned to achieve full 
employment and stren then labour s countervailin  
bar ainin  powers  ew non- nancial rent strate-

ies  ourishin  on and reinforcin  vast mar et 
power  include the excessive and strate ic use of 

s to boost pro ts see section  as well as 
what aumol   referred to as unpro-
ductive entrepreneurship that  ta es many forms  

ent-see in  often via activities such as liti a-
tion and ta eovers  and tax evasion and avoidance 
efforts seem now to constitute the prime threat to 
productive entrepreneurship  n addition  abuse of 
privati ation schemes  excessive public subsidies for 
lar e private corporations  and the systematic use 
or abuse of mana ement control over investment 
strate ies to boost senior mana ement remuneration 
schemes have also been mentioned in the literature 
e  a onic   hilippon and eshef   
section  urthermore  it has been noted that 
round rent is ma in  a si ni cant comebac  in 

the context of housin  policies and the expansive 
debt- nancin  of mort a es  which have driven up 
land values and facilitated real asset price in ation 

yan-Collins   

wo nal observations about debates on rents deserve 
brief mention  since they have important policy impli-
cations  rom a neoclassical perspective  rents are 
mostly the direct or indirect result of State interven-
tion in perfectly competitive mar ets  n this view  
monopolists can only behave as such because States 
create the rules that allow them to restrict production 
or increase prices  rom an institutional perspective  
however  overnments are only one of several actors 
in an economy  ents result from the power relations 
between economic interest roups and overnments  
which determine whether States are able to re ulate 
and ne otiate those interests  ar et power and 
lobbyin  power are therefore as much drivers of 
rents and rent-see in  as is State intervention  hat 
matters is not that States intervene and re ulate  but 
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BOX 6.1 A brief history of rentier capitalism

he rench and ritish classical economists of the ei hteenth and nineteenth centuries considered rent to be 
a share of the economic surplus product de ned as total or national income in excess of costs of production  
includin  labour costs  alon side pro ts  interest payments and taxes see  for example  ratini   n the 
early sta es of the ndustrial evolution in Europe  rents and rentiers were primarily associated with incomes 
derived from the historical ownership of land and mines  a le acy of feudal times  he rench hysiocrats 
of the ei hteenth century saw round rent as income attributable only to the si e and location of land  not its 
produce  and ar ued that it should be the main source of taxation  since chan es to the locational value of 
land were the result of societal developments  rather than the efforts of individual landowners  a proposition 
also advocated by ohn Stuart ill   he political economists of the early nineteenth century  
most prominently avid icardo  too  into account the emer ence of capitalist farmin  enant farmers could 
obtain differential rents  arisin  from natural differences in the fertility of farmed land  which nevertheless 
still represented unearned income  rather than entrepreneurial effort  ut with wa es assumed to be subsistence 
wa es  it was contractual and institutional arran ements that determined which part of the differential rent 
went to the tenant farmer and which to the landowner icardo     t the hei ht of the 
European ndustrial evolution  arl arx ar ued that a riculture had become commerciali ed to the extent of 
lar ely bein  sub ect to the same competitive pressures experienced in other sectors of the economy  sually  
competitive pressures ensure that any surplus or excess pro ts of individual rms in a sector are eventually 
eliminated  alon  with underperformin  rms  ut when competition is impeded throu h institutional obstacles 
or mar et power  temporary surplus pro ts can turn into lastin  rents  and underperformin  rms can carve 
out a parasitic existence  

ater  Schumpeter pointed out that temporary surplus pro ts  or rents  could play an important role in facilitatin  
technical pro ress by compensatin  innovative entrepreneurs as opposed to imitators  for ris -ta in  and 
initiative  mportantly  these entrepreneurial rents  now enerally referred to as Schumpeterian rents  do not 
re uire protective re ulation such as  for example  s  hey are the result of thin in  ahead of the curve  

ccordin  to Schumpeter   since imitators would eventually catch up  such rents or surplus 
pro ts would be only temporary  

radually  rents from land and mineral deposits that owed their existence to feudal le acies became less 
important  while rents resultin  from con ictin  interests between the main emer in  sta eholders in modern 
mar et societies  wor ers  the rowin  middle classes  nanciers and industrialists  became more si ni cant  

hether or not temporary surplus pro ts would turn into lastin  redistributive rents depended primarily on 
the ability of modern nation States and their elected overnments to re ulate and ne otiate con ictin  roup 
interests in the wider public interest  so as to ensure that no particular interest roup could prevail for lon  in 
its uest for rental incomes  

 pressin  concern in the nal phases of the European ndustrial evolution was the rise of mar et concentration 
and monopoly power as a source of rents  a dan er dam Smith had warned a ainst much earlier  ccordin  
to Smith    

o widen the mar et and to narrow the competition is always the interest of the dealers  o widen the 
mar et may fre uently be a reeable to the interest of the public  but to narrow the competition must 
always be a ainst it  and can serve only to enable the dealers  by raisin  their pro ts above what they 
naturally would be  to levy  for their own bene t  an absurd tax on the rest of their fellow citi ens  he 
proposal of any new law or re ulation of commerce which comes from this order ou ht always to be 
listened to with reat precaution  and ou ht never to be adopted till after havin  been lon  and carefully 
examined  not only with the most scrupulous  but with the most suspicious attention  t comes from an 

how they re ulate  as well as the extent to which their 
re ulation is captured by particular interests  

oreover  whether or not rents are productive also 
depends on the wider institutional and macroeconomic 
settin  in which they operate  or example  from a 
development perspective  temporary learnin  rents 

for emer in  industrialists to facilitate late devel-
opment han and omo   essentially mimic 
Schumpeterian rents  in that they are based on the 
reco nition that entrepreneurial and technolo ical 
learnin  in developin  countries re uire State interven-
tion to enable the emer ence of an entrepreneurial class 
that can eventually compete with developed-country 
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order of men whose interest is never exactly the same with that of the public  who have enerally an 
interest to deceive and even to oppress the public  and who accordin ly have  upon many occasions  
both deceived and oppressed it  

hese concerns were exempli ed a century later by the political battle around the modern shareholdin  
corporation and its de nin  le al characteristic  namely corporate limited liability a Corporate limited liability 
is seen today as an indispensable re uirement for the nancin  of private investment in the presence of ris  
e  ansmann and raa man   t the time  however  the shiftin  of ris  liabilities  away from 

shareholders to creditors  employees and society at lar e was reeted with scorn and widespread opposition  
ts adoption in the nited in dom was driven not by industrialists and lar e companies  but by risin  middle-

class rentiers and wealthy investors  who wanted their share of fast- rowin  industrial and nancial wealth 
without havin  to shoulder the burdens of entrepreneurship reland   pponents li e ohn Stuart ill 
and lfred arshall shared the public fear that corporate limited liability would come at a hi h cost to society 
by ma in  credit provision more dif cult  but above all  by facilitatin  fraudulent investment schemes and 
enerally encoura in  excessive speculation  nthony rollope s The Way We Live Now  is a portrayal 

of corporate fraud brou ht on by limited liability and insuf cient nancial disclosure  Economic scholars  ex 
post usti cation of corporate limited liability as an ef ciency-enhancin  device to facilitate raisin  capital 
for lar e-scale industrial development is certainly not borne out by history  s ea in  has stressed  
the ndustrial evolution in the nited in dom too  place with only very few companies ta in  advanta e 
of corporate limited liability  Similarly  in Europe and the nited States  the use of incorporation and limited 
liability only became widespread durin  the very late phase of industriali ation

he rise of the modern corporation leadin  up to the turn of the twentieth century occurred alon side the vast 
expansion and deepenin  of developed countries  nancial sectors  oney mar ets credit and other nancial 
companies  expanded rapidly  while older nancial instruments  such as nancierin  the debt- nanced 
ac uisition of securities  and call money money lent to stoc bro ers by ban s on call  to nance holdin s of 
stoc  portfolios in expectation of asset price in ation  were re ned indleber er and liber   and new 
ones invented b his period also saw numerous severe nancial crises in leadin  economies e  in rance 
in  and  in the nited in dom in  and  and in the nited States in  culminatin  
in the reat Crash of  and the ensuin  reat epression  entiers became identi ed with the owners of 

nancial assets and receivers of interest  and rentier capitalism with nancial rentierism  his understandin  
of rentier capitalism was iven a new lease of life with the rowth of nanciali ation under hyper lobali ation 
and the lobal nancial crisis of  see  for example  alma   

a he le al concept of limited liability overns restrictions on the extent to which owners of economic resources can be 
held nancially liable for dama e caused to third parties throu h the use of these resources  odern corporate limited 
liability is based on the le al doctrine of separate corporate personality  accordin  to which a company constitutes 
a separate le al entity from its owner-shareholders  f the company fails and or causes harm  the liability of its owner-
shareholders is limited to the nominal value of their shares  he le al principle of separate personality  has also been 
extended to the relationship between parent and subsidiary companies  and the protection of limited liability is ranted 
to parent companies with respect to claims a ainst their subsidiaries  independently of the de ree to which parent 
companies own and or control subsidiary companies

b ne example is the famous binder cut that established the sellable ri ht to buy land at a stated price in lorida  thereby 
fuellin  the lorida real estate boom that is often considered as havin  tipped the balance in the run-up to the reat 
Crash of  albraith  

rivals  nterventions that create such rents  such as 
import-substitutin  or export-promotin  policies  
were adopted at one time or another in most devel-
opin  countries  includin  the successful East sian 
economies durin  their phase of rapid industriali a-
tion  hether or not such temporary State-created 
rents turn into unproductive distributive rents lar ely 

depends on the ability of the State to rein in demands 
from interest roups to ma e such rents permanent 
TDR 2016  chap   rom this perspective  if the 

corporate rent strate ies described above are widely 
seen as unproductive  an important reason is that these 
result primarily from corporate re ulatory capture in 
the wa e of rowin  mar et power
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rowin  concerns over the renewed rise of rentier 
capitalism have inspired various attempts to assess 
the si e of such rentier income  n examinin  trends 
and cycles in rentier income in some EC  coun-
tries  Epstein and ower  approximated such 
rentier income as derivin  primarily from nancial 
intermediation plus interest income for all non-

nancial non- overnment resident institutional units  
hey found that rentier income  thus de ned  rose 

steadily in those countries between the end of the 
s and  Seccareccia and avoie   

de ned rentier income more narrowly as the inter-
est return to overnment lon -term bond holders  

racin  such income from the mid- s to  
in Canada and the nited States  they found that 
this rose sharply from the late s  followed by a 
pronounced decline in the second half of the s  
and then an upward trend until the lobal nancial 
crisis of  hillippon and eshef  
loo ed at the rise of a nancial mana erial class in 
the nited States  nalysin  the dramatic rise of rela-
tive wa es in that country s nancial sector from the 
mid- s  they ar ued that pay at the top end of the 
salaried  class  earned mostly by nancial mana -

ers  is rentier income that results more from dubious 
remuneration policies and mana ement practices than 
from education or ability  

hese contributions shed some li ht on increases 
in rentierism over recent decades  but their focus is 
essentially on nancial rentier incomes variously 
de ned  in a few developed countries  hile this 
lar ely re ects problems of data availability  it fails 
to capture a de nin  feature of hyper lobali ation  
namely the proliferation of rent-see in  strate ies 
in the non- nancial corporate sector  This chap-
ter s estimate of the si e of rentier income in recent 
years  and its evolution  therefore focuses on the 
non- nancial dimension of rentier capitalism  with a 
view to complementin  rather than replacin  exist-
in  estimates of nancial rentierism  t also widens 
eo raphical covera e to include both developed and 

developin  countries  

The conceptual approach is simple  buildin  on the 
eneral approach in economics to de ne rents relative 

to some benchmar  Theoretical limitations aside  
the ero-benchmar  model of perfectly competitive 
mar ets is unsuitable for an empirical analysis of con-
temporary real-world mar ets  since these mar ets are 

typically characteri ed by the presence of some de ree 
of mar et power  ssumin  a hypothetical ero-rent 
benchmar  that does not exist in reality would heavily 
overstate the presence of rents   more realistic alterna-
tive  then  is to de ne a benchmar  that captures typical 

rm performance in iven mar et conditions  The idea 
is to measure the ap between actually observed pro ts 
on the one hand  and typical or benchmar  pro ts on 
the other   positive ap between these two variables 
means that some rms are able to accumulate surplus 
or excess  pro ts  f this ap persists and rows over 
time  the measure provides an indication of forces at 
wor  that may facilitate the transformation of tempo-
rary surplus pro ts into rents  

Speci cally  the analysis here uses the CFS data-
base mentioned in section  above  which covers 
non- nancial companies listed in  developed  
transition and developin  economies  that provided 
annual company balance sheet data for the period 

 The relevant variable for our purpose is 
non- nancial rms  operatin  pro ts

To establish a benchmar  for typical pro tability  
we use the median value of rms  rate of return on 
assets  or the ratio of their operatin  pro ts 

pro ts  hereafter  to their total assets  a widely 
used accountin  measure of profitability  Since 
this can depend on sectoral factors  such as sector-
speci c technolo ies  the benchmar   is de ned 
separately for each sector  rather than for the total 
universe of rms in the database  n addition  since 

s can be affected by macroeconomic shoc s  the 
benchmar   is calculated separately for three 
sub-periods within the overall period of observation  

  and   as these 
periods are separated by two ma or nancial crises  
the dotcom bubble of  and the lobal 

nancial crisis of 

Typical pro ts have been estimated for each year 
by applyin  the relevant sector- and period- speci c 
benchmar   to each rm in the database in that 
year  Summin  these rm-level typical pro ts pro-
vides the total of typical pro ts by year  These are 
the pro ts that would have resulted if all rms in 
the sample had recorded the benchmar   in that 
year  Surplus pro ts are the difference between this 
estimate of total typical pro ts and the total of actually 
observed pro ts of all rms in the sample in that year  

s ure  shows  the share of surplus pro ts in 
total pro ts rew si ni cantly for all rms in the 
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database until the lobal nancial crisis  from  per 
cent durin  the period  to  per cent in 

 t increased a ain to  per cent in the 
subse uent period  but the increase was much more 
muted  su estin  that many rms  ability to enerate 
surplus pro ts may have been dented by the lobal 

nancial crisis  The top  rms  ran ed by mar et 
capitali ation  also saw the rowth of their surplus 
pro ts decelerate somewhat after  but even so  
by the latest period   per cent of total pro ts in this 
roup were surplus pro ts  and these rms had wid-

ened their lead over all other rms  This su ests an 
on oin  process of bipolari ation in the distribution 
of rms in the database into a few hi h-performin  

rms and a rowin  number of low-performin  rms  
which is con rmed by our analysis of mar et con-
centration and productivity trends in section C below

Clearly  these results need to be interpreted with 
caution  ore important than the absolute si e of 
surplus pro ts for rms in the database in any iven 
sub-period  is their increase over time  in particular 
the surplus pro ts of the top  rms  f course  
not all surplus pro ts may be attributable to corporate 
rent-see in  strate ies in these non- nancial sectors  

rather than  for example  Schumpeterian  innovative 
rm performance  ne way of ainin  added insi ht 

into this uestion is by loo in  more closely at mar et 
concentration trends and their core drivers  

FIGURE 6.1

(Per cent)

CFS database, 
 Worldscope Database.

rowin  mar et concentration has attracted renewed 
attention in recent years  ost studies focus on the 

nited States economy  where many of the lar est 
corporations operatin  worldwide are based and 
relevant data are more readily available  oster et al  

 show that the proportion of manufacturin  
industries in which the four lar est rms accounted for 

 per cent or more of the total shipment value of their 
industries increased si ni cantly  from below  per 
cent in  to over  per cent in  n retail  the 
top four rms operatin  in eneral merchandise saw 
their share in total sales increase from  per cent to 

 per cent between  and  Similarly hi h 
increases were recorded for information oods  The 
Economic nnovation roup E  reports that mar-
et concentration in terms of revenues increased in 

two thirds of nited States industries between  
and  n nearly half of all industries manufactur-
in  and other  the four lar est rms accounted for 
at least  per cent of all industry revenues by  

and in  per cent of all industries  the four lar est 
rms captured over  per cent of the total revenues 
E    rullon et al   nd that  per 

cent of nited States industries experienced reater 
concentration over the past two decades  and rms in 
industries with the lar est increases in product mar et 
concentration also showed hi her pro t mar ins  
abnormally hi h returns on stoc s and more pro table 

 deals  urthermore  the increased pro t mar-
ins were mainly driven by hi her operatin  mar ins  

rather than by increases in operational ef ciency  
which su ests that mar et power is becomin  an 
important source of value for companies  

n many instances  lar e corporations operate across 
several industries  resultin  in the formation of bi  
con lomerates  which necessitates the measurement 
of a re ate concentration  oster et al    
show that the top  nited States companies 
increased their share of total business revenue in the 
country from  per cent in  to  per cent in 

 and their share of total business pro ts from 

C. “The winner takes most”: Market concentration on the rise
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 per cent to  per cent between  and  
 study of listed non- nancial rms in the nited 

States shows that in  returns on capital invest-
ment for the th percentile of rms were over ve 
times the median  compared with ust two times 

 years earlier Council of Economic dvisers  
  This trend towards hi h mar et concentra-

tion has been accompanied by fast- rowin   
activities  which reached  trillion worldwide 
in  ealo ic   up from  billion in 

 olan    nd since  nited 
States rms alone have one throu h several rounds 
of mer ers totallin   trillion The Economist  

 

t the lobal level  the c insey lobal nstitute 
 usin  a lar e database of  compa-

nies  each with annual revenues of more than  
million  found that rms with annual revenues of 

 billion or more accounted for nearly  per cent 
of lobal corporate revenues in  while only 

 per cent of the world s publicly listed companies 
accounted for  per cent of total pro ts  

Since the early s  corporations from emer in  
economies have bene ted from fast- rowin  home 
mar ets and associated economies of scale  s a 
result  several of them feature amon  the world s lar -
est rms  n  emer in  mar et rms accounted 
for  per cent of the ortune lobal  with 
Chinese firms alone accountin  for  per cent 

c insey lobal nstitute    The  lar -
est emer in  mar et rms si ni cantly expanded 
their share of revenues from overseas  from  per 
cent in  to  per cent in  eanwhile  
lobal rms head uartered in the nited States and 
estern Europe saw their share in the ortune lobal 

 decline from  per cent in  to  per cent 
in  c insey lobal nstitute   

evertheless  developed-country rms remain the 
dominant lobal players in industries that have the 
hi hest profit mar ins  such as pharmaceuticals  
media and information technolo ies Ts  Their 
pro t mar ins are bolstered by patents  brands and 
copyri hts  as well as by si e  with the most pro t-
able rms also bein  the lar er ones  n contrast  the 
focus of emer in  mar et corporations has been less 
on returns on capital and more on revenue rowth and 
scale  oreover  they have rown rapidly  and have 
ained substantial mar et shares in commodity-based  

capital-intensive industries  such as minerals  steel and 
chemicals  where pro t mar ins have been s uee ed 
since the early s as a result of a rapid expansion 

of supply  Thus  while the corporate landscape has 
chan ed in recent years  multinational enterprises 

Es  from developed countries still account for 
most of the transfer of pro ts across borders  That 
said  a rowin  number of emer in  mar et com-
panies are now expandin  internationally throu h 

s by tar etin  hi her technolo y rms  with the 
oal of ac uirin  capabilities  brands and technolo ies 

c insey lobal nstitute    

n analysis of the CFS database yields results con-
sistent with these observations  con rmin  a sharp 
increase in mar et concentration of the top  non-

nancial rms in that database in each year  i ure  
presents mar et concentration in terms of rms  
mar et capitali ation between  and  The 
red line shows the actual share of the top  rms 
in the database relative to their hypothetical equal 
share  assumin  that total mar et capitali ation was 
distributed equally over all rms  The blue line shows 
the observed share of the top  rms relative to 
the observed share of the bottom  rms in the 
sample  

oth measures in ure  indicate that the mar et 
power of the top companies  as measured by their 
relative  shares in mar et capitali ation  increased 

substantially over the period  or example  
in  the combined share of mar et capitali ation 
of the top  rms in the database was  times 
hi her than the share these rms would have held 
had mar et capitali ation been distributed equally 
across all rms  y  this ap had increased 

FIGURE 6.2

CFS database, 
Worldscope Database.
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nearly fourfold  to  times  This overall upward 
sur e in concentration  measured by mar et capitali-
ation since  experienced brief interruptions in 

 after the burstin  of the dotcom bubble  
and in  in the aftermath of the lobal nan-
cial crisis  and it stabili ed at hi h levels thereafter  

This trend hi hli hts the rowin  domination of stoc  
mar et valuation by a few leadin  rms  hile there 
were many more publicly listed non- nancial rms 
on lobal mar ets in  than in  the relative 
wei ht and ability of the bottom rms to pose a 
credible competitive threat to the top  rms  as 
measured by mar et capitali ation  seems to have 
waned over time  hile the mar et capitali ation of 
the top  rms amounted to around  times that of 
the bottom  rms in  by  the winner-
ta es-most  rms were worth  times more than 
their smaller rivals  The two main episodes of nancial 
turmoil durin  the observation period the dotcom 
bubble and the lobal nancial crisis  also seem to 
have accelerated this trend of a rowin  mar et 
power  ap between the top and the bottom rms  

i ure  brea s down the analysis of mar et con-
centration by loo in  at different aspects of company 
performance  such as revenues  physical assets  
other assets and employment performance  with 

rms ran ed by mar et capitali ation year by year  
evenues refer to rms  net income in an accountin  

period  or their bottom line  after deductin  all 
operatin  and non-operatin  income and expenses  
reserves  income taxes  minority interests and 
extraordinary items  hysical assets refer to net 
property  plant and equipment  other assets represent 
total assets minus physical assets  such as nancial 
and other intan ible assets  and employment refers 
to the total number of employees excludin  seasonal 
or emer ency employees  s in ure  red line  
these concentration indices are simple ratios that 
measure the observed rms  shares for these variables 
relative to their hypothetical  equal shares  or exam-
ple  the concentration index for revenues is the ratio 
of the observed revenue shares of the top  rms 
relative to their equal shares had total revenues been 
distributed equally amon  all rms  n increase in 
this ratio and equivalent ratios for other variables  
si nals an increase in mar et concentration  

t is evident that over the two decades   to  
mar et concentration increased steeply in terms of 
revenues  physical assets and other assets  t their 
pea s in around  observed shares reached   

and  times the respective equal shares  assumin  
equal distribution of revenues  physical assets and 
other assets respectively  n contrast  while mar et 
concentration also rose in terms of employment  
this increase was much less pronounced  attenin  
considerably followin  the dotcom bubble of the 
early s  This widenin  ap between indicators 
of mar et concentration in terms of revenues and 
assets  on the one hand  and employment on the 
other  hi hli hts the wider distributional impacts of 
mar et concentration  t supports the view that the 
era of hyper lobali ation is one of pro ts without 
prosperity  a onic   TDR 2016  chap   
and that risin  mar et power and concentration are 
stron  contributory factors to the lon -term trend of 
fallin  labour shares in lobal incomes utor et al  

a  ar ai  

The de ree of competition or mar et power  in any 
one industry lar ely depends on the barriers to entry 
for new arrivals  rather than on the incumbent rm s 
si e per se Sylos- abini   Two basic types of 
barriers to entry are those that arise from the intrinsic 

FIGURE 6.3

CFS database, 
Worldscope Database.
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features of the dominant technolo y in a sector or 
industry  and those that arise from institutional fac-
tors   simple example of the rst type of barrier is the 
existence of si eable economies of scale  typical of 
almost all modern technolo y  Contrary to the stand-
ard textboo  model of perfectly competitive mar ets  
this means that the costs of production do not rise 
proportionally to the quantities produced  nstead  

rms investin  in  say  information and communica-
tion technolo y CT  or in pharmaceuticals  initially 
experience hi h sun  costs for example in the 
form of expenditures on research and development 

 after which the variable costs of producin  
additional units of output are ne li ible  Since sun  

xed  costs arise independently of the number of 
sales by a rm  the hi her the rm s sales  the lower 
its avera e per unit production costs  Thus  the rm s 
expansion becomes increasin ly pro table  This typi-
cally does not lead to pure monopolies  but either to 
oli opolies i e  a few lar e rms  or monopolistically 
competitive mar ets i e  a lar er number of rms each 
of which has some de ree of mar et power  The main 
reason is that a rm s expansion does not ta e place in 
a static environment  s rms produce and create obs  
demand for their products chan es  both in quantity 
as well as in terms of speci c quality speci cations  
thus widenin  existin  mar ets and openin  up new 
related mar ets  Similarly  their investment activity 
can have positive learnin  and networ  spillover 
effects to the wider industry  from which potentially 
new entrants can bene t  The second cate ory of 
barriers to entry that creates mar et power is of an 
or ani ational  institutional and political nature  This 
includes rms  control structures  re ulatory measures 
or the lac  thereof  that affect an industry  as well 

as wider socioeconomic dynamics  such as shifts in 
the relative bar ainin  and lobbyin  powers of core 
sta eholders in the economy  

 recent example of a technolo y-driven analysis 
of risin  mar et power and concentration is the so-
called superstar rm  model utor et al  a and 

b  n contrast to the trade-cum-technolo y  
explanation of a fallin  share of labour income in 
functional income distribution see chapter  of 
this Report  utor et al  attribute this trend to a 
rise in mar et concentration  enablin  a winner 
ta es most  outcome  where one rm or a small 
number of rms  can ain a very lar e share of the 
mar et  utor et al  b   i her sales con-
centrations in the industries in their sample were 
associated with hi her productivity performance 
as well as lower labour shares  They su est that 

the emer ence of such superstar rms is due more 
to their technolo ical nature than to institutional or 
re ulatory factors  ndeed  hi h-productivity super-
star rms are mostly located in hi h-technolo y 
industries utor et al  a   su estin  that 
lar e economies of scale for example in online 
services and software platforms  and lar e networ  
effects of information-intensive oods and ser-
vices e  hi h switchin -over costs for consumers 
between service providers  the accumulation of lar e 
user databases  and thus informational advanta es  
ma e it dif cult for newcomers to compete with few 
and fast- rowin  incumbents utor et al  b   
Council of Economic dvisers   n this basis  
the decline in the overall labour share in the United 
States is explained by sectoral shifts towards a few  
more capital-intensive superstar rms  and away 
from a lar er number of rms with hi her labour 
shares  rather than rm-level substitutions of capital 
for labour  

i ure  provides some support for the idea that 
the emer ence of hi h-productivity superstar rms  
combined with technolo ical barriers to entry  may 
have played a role in risin  mar et concentration  n 
particular  after  the productivity performance 
here measured by the ratio of value added to number 

of employees  of the top  non- nancial rms was 

FIGURE 6.4

(Ratio of value added to employees)

CFS database, 
Worldscope Database.
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much hi her than that of all other rms in the sample  
which experienced lar ely sta natin  productivity 
performance  hile the number of software and T 

rms in the top  rms more than doubled between 
 and  from  to  re ectin  both the 

dynamism of this sector and its hi h de ree of mar-
et concentration  superstar rms are not limited to 

this sector  

t would  however  be premature to attribute mar et 
concentration or the winner ta es most  feature of 
hi h-tech mar ets solely to technolo ical develop-
ments and related barriers to entry that produce 
natural monopolies  at  and Shapiro   n 

reality  both types of barriers to entry described above 
 technolo ical and institutional  interact over time  
ar e rms can use patent protection both throu h 

in-house research and by acquisition  to raise bar-
riers to entry in an industry and bolster their own 
mar et power  Thus  superstar rms bene tin  from 
erectin  initial technolo ical barriers to entry can 
use this advanta e to further expand their mar et 
power in other ways  for example throu h pricin  
strate ies that ma e new entrants non-viable  by 
systematically buyin  start-ups with new ideas  and 
by usin  their rowin  lobbyin  power to prevent 
re ulatory authorities from intervenin  see box  

ore enerally  technolo ical pro ress can facilitate 
institutional and or ani ational chan es that enhance 

rms  mar et power  such as with advances in CTs 
as well as transportation technolo ies that have facili-
tated the emer ence of lobal value chains Cs  
and the formation of lobal control networ s  oth 
of these have become core mechanisms that have 
wea ened the re ulatory powers of nation States 
and caused the wor place to become more ssured  

eil   alon  with an erosion of the bar ain-
in  power of labour in the era of hyper lobali ation  
Conversely  re ulatory measures or their absence  
and macroeconomic policies can affect the way rms 
ma e use of technical pro ress to reinforce their 
mar et power  or example  extensive labour mar et 
dere ulation in developed countries has facilitated the 
use of new technolo ies to casuali e  and monitor 
labour input  thereby further wea enin  labour s 
bar ainin  power lyn    n the case of 
superstar rms  there is  in principle  nothin  to stop 
re ulatory authorities from usin  antitrust le islation 
and competition policy tools to rein in such natural 
monopolies  in the interest of a more balanced and 
inclusive evolution of hi h-tech mar ets  and in the 
process facilitatin  faster technolo ical diffusion  The 
failure to devise and implement such comprehensive 

re ulation constitutes as much of an institutional or 
political barrier to entry  as does re ulation desi ned 
to increase protection for industry  

any commentators e  wo a   have 
pointed to the wea ness of antitrust le islation 
in the United States and  with some minor differ-
ences  in the European Union EU  since the early 

s  as a ma or institutional factor facilitatin  
the accumulation of mar et power in the hands of 
a few lar e rms  The post-  approach to anti-
trust le islation in the United States  inspired by the 
so-called Chica o School of antitrust  essentially 
limits re ulatory challen es to  activities  and 
to instances of increased mar et power in which it 
can be proven  on a case-by-case basis  that such 
activities will unequivocally harm consumer welfare  
primarily throu h hi her prices Sti lit  a  This 
has effectively opened the ood ates to hei htened 

 activity  but con nes such activity to the lar est 
rms ure  

Thus  while some of the observed steep increase in 
mar et concentration in recent years can be attributed 
to technical pro ress and concomitant technolo ical 
or structural barriers to entry  institutional  political 
and strate ic factors have played a si ni cant role in 
enhancin  lead rms  mar et powers  and consequent 
lobbyin  powers  This has further tilted the balance 
of power in their favour  and helped to turn what 
mi ht appear to be temporary surplus pro ts drivin  
innovation into rents  

FIGURE 6.5

(Billions of constant 2010 dollars)

CFS database, 
Worldscope Database.
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BOX 6.2 The drivers of market concentration in software and IT services

Software and T services are considered the powerhouse of economic rowth  eneratin  lar e spillover effects 
on other manufacturin  and hi h-s ill service industries  t is  however  also one of the most concentrated 
industries  ndeed  concentration in this sector increased sharply over the two decades from  to  
in terms of revenues and assets ure  in line with results for all sectors see ure  above  The 
much lower relative increase in employment concentration also con rms the eneral trend  Contrary to the 
all-sample analysis depicted in ure  this ap between mar et concentration indices in terms of mar et 
capitali ation  revenues and assets  on the one hand  and employment on the other  has continued to widen 
since  indicatin  support for the hypothesis of a rowin  predominance of winner ta es most  superstar 

rms  particularly in this sector

FIGURE 6.B2.1

CFS Worldscope 
Database.

part from primarily technolo ical barriers to entry such as economies of scale  the rowin  mar et power of 
superstar rms has also been driven by institutional or re ulatory factors  or example  other assets  include 

s  which are an institutional barrier to entry crucial to this information- and nowled e-intensive sector  
urthermore  at least since  the hi h pace of mar et concentration in this sector has been driven as much 

by s as by or anic corporate rowth see ure 

This wave of s has tar eted promisin  new technolo y start-ups operatin  in areas such as cloud computin  
open source software and arti cial intelli ence Cusumano   t has also aimed at ti htenin  industry 
leaders  rip on online retailin  and consumer data  The acquisition by ma on of the United States chain  

hole oods ar ets  in une  for  billion is the most recent example of a superstar rm s bid to 
consolidate its already far-reachin  domination of online mar ets and delivery  as well as its access to consumer 
data han   There are also acquisitions of new technolo ical developments  such as cloud computin  
by only a few lead companies  ma on s eb Service  icrosoft s ure and lphabet oo le s parent 
company  Clouds  or server networ s increasin ly provide the technolo ical and informational infrastructure 
essential for the delivery of public services ahdawi   
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Such domination by very few private companies dealin  in data and technolo ical ateways poses obvious 
dan ers to the future provision of both public services and a rowin  number of private services  with online 
retailin  bein  only the start  et antitrust laws in the EUa and the United States have proved too wea  to 
curb such unprecedented mar et power  n addition to a eneral shift in the focus of antitrust le islation since 
the s  from an inte rated view of the various dimensions and impacts of mar et power on the wider 
economy and society  to a relatively stunted policy tool to eep prices low for consumers  antitrust authorities 
have been inclined to adopt a lenient wait-and-see  approach  particularly with respect to the software and 
T services sector  e ulators appear to have assumed that Schumpeterian dynamics of creative destruction 

would do their ob for them  Their hope is that mar et power  which is initially required to compensate hi h-
ris  innovators for their lar e  outlays  will eventually be eroded by later imitators oodin  standardi ed 
mar ets e  arnett  b hile the fast pace of technolo ical developments in the sector undoubtedly 
poses a challen e to re ulators  i  Tech  has not hesitated in usin  its rowin  mar et powers to lobby 
lawma ers  The nternet and electronics industry is now one of the lar est corporate lobbyists in the United 
States  in addition to fundin  an array of non- overnmental or ani ations with differin  a endas to help ar ue 
their case  or at least not oppose it oroohar   The overall lax enforcement of antitrust le islation stands 
in star  contrast to the strin ent implementation of intellectual property laws alsh  

a This is notwithstandin  EU re ulators  imposition of a record  billion ne on oo le in une  for abusin  its 
dominant position as a search en ine to promote its own comparison shoppin  over that of competitors

b or example  arnett   the then ssistant ttorney eneral for the United States epartment of ustice 
ntitrust ivision  ar ued that since dynamic ef ciency is crucial  preservin  innovation incentives is one of the most 

important concerns of U S  antitrust law  This can mean brin in  an action to prevent conduct that reduces innovation 
or it can mean declinin  to act where overly a ressive antitrust enforcement ris s chillin  the type of vi orous  
innovative competition that brin s lon -term bene ts to consumers  n this re ard  we reco ni e that when innovation 
leads to dynamic ef ciency improvements and a period of mar et power  it is not a departure from competition  but it is 
a particular type of competition  and one that we should be careful not to mista e for a violation of the antitrust laws  

FIGURE 6.B2.2
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owever  lax antitrust le islation is far from the 
only  or even the main  source of such rentierism 
in non- nancial rms  Subsequent sections ta e a 

closer loo  at other ma or institutional and re ulatory 
mechanisms that have fuelled the rise of rent strate-
ies in non- nancial private investment activities

There is evidence in evolvin   framewor s of 
a rowin  bias towards the excessive protection of 
private investor interests  often at the expense of 
wider public interests  The use and abuse  of s 
patents  copyri hts and trademar s  has become one 

of the main means of enhancin  mar et power  and 
thereby eneratin  and appropriatin  more and hi her 
rents  The practices  policies and re ulations relatin  
to the rantin  of s have become the sub ect of 
intense scrutiny and debate in recent years Standin  

 atterson   This debate touches upon the 
fundamental question of whether  in the context of the 
rowin  importance of nowled e- and information-

intensive production and exchan e  the nowled e 
factor  continues to provide the basis for the rantin  
of s  particularly patents  

(a) Intellectual property right rents and 
the abuse of market power 

t is now widely nown that substantial lobbyin  by 
the patent community has been a primary force in the 
steady privati ation of  rents since the s  
Some authors e  rahos   essen and eurer  

 have one so far as to ar ue that s have 
become sub ect to re ulatory capture by lar e compa-
nies dominatin  the nowled e-intensive industries 
with a view to raisin  institutional barriers to entry  
and thus defendin  or expandin  their mar et power  
Two re ulatory developments in the area of s 
have played an important role in promotin  this trend 
towards their strate ic  rather than productive  use  
the excessive stren thenin  of patent protection i e  
broadenin  the scope of patents  allowin  discoveries 
to be patented and extendin  the lives of patents  and 
the expansion of intellectual property  protection 
to cover newer areas atterson   bvious 
examples of the rst development are ever reenin  
strate ies adopted by lobal pharmaceutical rms  
which see  to len then the patent lives of dru s 
on questionable economic rounds  Examples of 

the expansion of  protection to new areas include 
the rise of nancial and business method patents 
box  as well as patents on life forms and on 

developments in software erner et al   

s a result of reforms favourin  s in these new 
areas  patent lin s that stood at one million in  
had more than doubled by  with applications 
for utility models see box  increasin  more 
than fourfold  and industrial desi n and trademar  
applications more than doublin  in    
based on data from the orld ntellectual roperty 

r ani ation  lobally  around  million patents 
were in force in  worth on one estimate  around 

 trillion Standin    ut since lobal 
 productivity has been declinin  over the same 

period in   these trends su est that s  
particularly patents  are bein  used disproportionately 
to bene t incumbent rms in core and secondary 
mar ets essen and eurer   ccordin  to the 

EC  a   the avera e technolo ical and 
economic value of inventions protected by patents 
has eroded over time  and the le al ri ht to exclude 
others has become broad and susceptible to abuse 

rexl   

Two particular practices are worth hi hli htin  in 
this context  patent thic ets the acquisition of over-
lappin  patents to cover a wide area of economic 
activity and potential downstream inventions  and 
patent fencin  excessive patentin  with the intention 
of cordonin  off areas of future research  oth of 
these lead to expanded patent protection over entire 
technolo ical domains  and uarantee continuin  
economic advanta es to incumbent rms in technol-
o y sectors  n a well- nown case  oo le bou ht 

otorola solely for its patent portfolio  lthou h 
it incurred a hefty loss from the resale of parts of 
the otorola business  oo le clearly thou ht that 
a cost of an estimated  billion  billion for 

otorola s collection of patents was a worthwhile 
investment EC  a   s noted by one 
observer  The vast bul  of patents are not only use-
less  they don t represent innovation at all  They are 
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part of an arms race  oldrin and evine   
quoted in Standin    iven the obvious 
economic advanta es of ownin  patent portfolios  
patent trollin  i e  the buyin  up of unexploited 
or undervalued patents by non-innovator rms for 
their anticipated value  has also been on the rise  
and there is evidence lin in  increased liti ation in 
software and chemical sectors in the United States 
to the presence of patent trolls iller   n 
another well- nown case  ualcomm nc  a rm in 
the wireless telephony sector  is defendin  itself in 
a United States ederal Trade Commission TC  
antitrust suit a ainst claims that it levera ed its 
position as the owner of essential patents for wire-
less phones and related electronic devices to impose 
unfair licensin  terms on customers and drive out 

competin  manufacturers  The on oin  case provides 
a limpse into the potential for abuse throu h troll-
in  in the United States mar et  t also underscores 
how such anti-competitive effects can be devastatin  
when rms en oy similar  privile es in many 
countries  ualcomm was already ned  mil-
lion by the orean air Trade Commission in  
and complaints a ainst the company are pendin  in 
China and Taiwan rovince of China ildes   

These concerns about the rowin  strate ic use of 
s also extend to the superstar rms discussed in 

section C  oubts have been raised about the nature 
of the bloc buster  inventions to which these rms 
often owe their reputation  This would su ests 
that  rather than representin  enuine technolo ical 

BOX 6.3

Financial and business method patents loosely refer to utility modelsa ranted to inventors in nance  
e-commerce  mar etin  and the computer sciences industry oc e and Schmidt   They concern 
methods that are not tied to any particular technolo ical product or process  but involve steps to process data 
and information purely in the electronic medium

Since  when the United States patent re ime opened  protection to nancial and business services  there 
has been a remar able sur e in the patentin  of nancial innovation  Studies estimate that over  patents in 
this cate ory have been successfully led annually in the United States since  oc e and Schmidt   

hile the main bene ciaries of a nancial or business patent are nancial institutions  insurance companies 
and e-commerce  such patents are increasin ly popular in the wider service and mar etin  industries and 
distribution networ s

usiness and nancial method patents are not clearly de ned and cover a broad ran e of rms  or ani ational 
activities  includin  nancial processes i e  credit and loan processin  point-of-sales systems  billin  
funds transfer  ban in  clearin  houses  tax processin  and investment plannin  nancial instruments and 
techniques derivatives  valuation  index-lin in  mar etin  advertisin  mana ement  catalo uin  systems  
incentive pro rammes  includin  coupon redemption  information acquisition  human resource mana ement  
accountin  and inventory monitorin  e-commerce tools and infrastructure i e  user interface arran ements  
auctions  electronic shoppin  carts  transactions  and af liate pro rams  and votin  systems  ames  amblin  
education and trainin  all  

The rise of these inds of patents has spurred a number of outcomes of doubtful public interest  n infamous 
example is ma on s -clic  chec out patent  ranted in  by the United States atent and Trademar  f ce 
and due to expire soon  but recently refused by the European atent Convention authorities on the rounds 
that patents for business methods are not permissible unless an innovative technolo ical component is clearly 
identi able  Financial sector rms have added in-house patentin  of ces  and United States nancial patents 
have increased their licensin  revenues from overseas mar ets unt   ost of the lar est lobal nancial 
institutions  includin  commercial ban s  investment ban s  insurance companies and nancial exchan es  are 
the main bene ciaries of nancial business method patents  an s were the last to ump on the bandwa on  
startin  only in  but the an  of merica  for instance  led for  patents in  puttin  it in the list 
of the top  companies ranted patents in  in the United States Cummin  

Several countries  includin  ustralia and apan  now allow some forms of nancial and business method patents  

a Utility models are similar to patents  but rant a more limited exclusive ri ht  They are sometimes referred to as short-
term patents  utility innovations  or innovation patents
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brea throu hs  these inventions may only turn into 
bloc busters  because they cover broad and patent-

protected technolo ical uses on which other rms 
depend to survive and invent in core and secondary 
mar ets emley   

(b) Patent power at work in developing countries

The a ressive expansion of patent ri hts by multi-
national enterprises Es  to fend off rivals abroad 
and establish mar et shares has been facilitated by 
the proliferation of free trade a reements FT s  

 ran e of re ulatory reforms are often contained 
in these a reements  which aim to brin  the patent 
re imes of si natory countries broadly in line with 
United States standards in terms of scope and cover-
a e  includin  s  investment re ulations and rules 
re ardin  the di ital economy ehl Sampath and 

offe  forthcomin  hile some of these treaties 
incorporate exceptions on rounds of public interest 
and innovation  often these are not clearly speci ed 
and are dif cult to utili e in practice

ne way of ainin  a broad insi ht into the role 
played by patent reforms in developin  countries is 
to loo  at their impact on the economic performance 
of Es in developin - country mar ets  f patents 
confer an unfair mar et advanta e  the effects can 
normally be captured by examinin  rowth in sales  
rates of return  or other such variables at the rm 
level  after controllin  for country- and sector-level 
effects   study underta en for this Report used data 
for United States Es and their forei n af liates in 

ra il  China and ndia coverin  three sectors CT  
chemicals and pharmaceuticals  that are perceived to 
be both patent-intensive and hi hly concentrated  
The results show that in the United States mar et 
includin  United States Es and forei n af li-

ates operatin  in United States mar ets  a rowin  
concentration of patent ownership rather than the 
number of patents per se  contributed si ni cantly 
to product mar et concentration  n ra il  China 
and ndia  the study reveals that increasin  patent 
protection was associated with increases in sales per 
wor er in United States E af liates  but not in 
listed local companies box  

Econometric analysis shows that the  here 
calculated as net income to total assets  of United 
States E af liates operatin  in these mar ets 
responded stron ly to the stren thenin  of patent 
ri hts  a -per cent increase in the index of patent 
protection across sectors and countries was associated 

with a -per cent overall increase in the  of 
these E af liates  The increase in those af liates  
pro tability rose to  per cent after controllin  for 

rm-level labour productivity effects  but it did not 
si ni cantly affect their  expenditure in the local 
mar ets  This su ests that patent protection for these 

rms may be excessive  a decrease in patent protec-
tion would lower the pro tability of the af liates but 
would have no effect on their  activity in local 
mar ets see also TDR 2005  

n the absence of data on mar et concentration for 
these three countries  the analysis used mar et ratio 
as a proxy  calculated as the total sales of United 
States E af liates relative to the total sales of local 
publicly listed companies in that sector  This mar et 
ratio helps to measure the slice of the local mar et 
captured by the E affiliates relative to local 

rms  The lar er the ratio  the more dominant are 
the af liates in the local mar et  The study nds that 
in all the three sectors of interest  pro tability rises 
with relative mar et si e  The net impact of a rm s 
relative mar et si e on its rate of return is positive 
and hi hest for the chemicals sector and lowest for 
the pharmaceutical sector  as the E af liates face 

reater competition from the local dru  industries of 
China and ndia  and to a lesser extent  ra il  

This provides evidence of the interplay between 
incumbent advanta es for United States E 
af liates in terms of relative mar et share  and their 
pro tability increases due to reater patent protection  

The effect of a -per cent increase in  protection 
on E af liates  s is hi hest in the ndian 
CT mar et  where it leads to a -per cent increase 

in the rate of return  This shows that in the software 
sector  despite the short technolo y cycles  patents 
help to cement the incumbent advanta es that the 

E af liates would not otherwise have en oyed 
in the context of relatively stron  local competition  

 stren thenin  of patent ri hts also has a positive 
effect on those af liates  s in the chemicals 
industry  but the response is less elastic  and once 
a ain hi hest in ndia  with a -per cent rate of 
return  n the pharmaceuticals industry  patent ri hts 
had the lowest effect in ra il  where E af liates 
have had lon -term leads over increasin ly wea ened 
local competitors  n contrast  in China and ndia  
where there is competition from local rms  a rise in 
patent protection has clearly been more instrumental 
in protectin  the returns of the United States E 
af liates  
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BOX 6.4

ra il  China and ndia have well-established local production in the chemical and pharmaceutical sectors  
which therefore serve as ood examples of the impact of patent protection on the relative performance of local 
and forei n rms  Fi ures C show the sales per wor er of United States E forei n af liates and 
companies with local headquarters that are listed in the E  database a t is evident that sales per wor er of 
United States E af liates hereafter referred to as E af liates  showed a clear overall increase followin  

reater patent protection in all three countries  as measured by the ar  index b This was not the case for listed 
local companies  in both ra il and ndia  sales per wor er in these companies were lower in  than in 

 and in China initial increases petered out after 

n ra il  the two domestic  reforms of  and  are captured in the patent index measured on the 
axis of ure  Followin  these reforms  sales per wor er of the E af liates outperformed those of local 
companies  where sales per wor er declined with stron er  protection  and remained at thereafter

ndia had a stron  industrial policy stance and had limited s for process patents rather than product 
patents  in the pharmaceutical sector  and these only for seven years  until  owever  even before the 
full implementation of the provisions of the T  

reement on Trade-related spects of ntellectual 
roperty i hts T S  in  the sales of Es  

af liates rew rapidly from  lar ely due to 
the T S mailbox  provision c fter  when 
product patents for dru s were introduced  sales per 
wor er of the E af liates more than doubled  
whereas sales per wor er in local companies were 
sta nant throu hout the period  and declined after 

 despite a resilient local pharmaceutical sector

n China  increases in the median sales per wor er of 
E af liates in the chemical and pharmaceutical 

sector clearly followed the stren thenin  of the 
country s patent re ime  There was reater volatility 
in sales per wor er for these af liates after  when 
the sales per wor er of local rms also sta nated  

a  iven the relatively small number of United States 
pharmaceutical companies  affiliates in developin  
countries  pharmaceutical rms were pooled with non-
pharmaceutical chemical rms  These broad trends in 
local company performance are con rmed by other 
studies on ra il Caliari and ui   China 

eloitte   and ndia oseph  
b atent reforms were captured usin  an updated version 

of the comprehensive patent ri hts index detailed in 
ar   This patent index is the unwei hted sum 

of ve separate scores for  covera e inventions that 
are patentable  membership in international treaties  
duration of protection  enforcement mechanisms and 
restrictions e  compulsory licensin  in the event that 
a patented invention is not suf ciently exploited

c This refers to the provision in the T S reement that 
allows rms to le for patents in developin  countries 
that have not already implemented patent protection 
for pharmaceutical product inventions that are in the 
pipeline  those patents are to be ranted by the country 
when it becomes fully T S-compliant  The least 
developed countries Cs  can now bene t from the 
transition period until  without providin  mailbox 
provisions east eveloped Country embers 

bli ations under rt   and rt   of the T S 
reement with respect to harmaceutical roducts  

ecision of  ovember  eneral Council 
ocument T  

FIGURE 6.B4.1 Patent reforms and sales growth of 

(Median company sales per employee)

 Sales are median sales per worker in real 2009 dollars. The 

companies in the TRE database. 
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verall  chan es in patent protection re imes have 
had a positive impact on the af liates  relative sales 
and pro tability performance in these emer in  mar-
ets  t is not ust patent activity that matters  since 

local companies in ra il  China and ndia have also 
increased patentin  across the three sectors surveyed 
in recent years  hat also matters is the concentration 
of patent ownership in the hands of E af li-
ates  as shown by the analysis usin  the example of 
United States E af liates  This  above all  helps 
to raise their pro tability by stren thenin  incumbent 
advanta es  Therefore  the case for curbin  patent 
reach and scope cannot be emphasi ed enou h  n all 
three countries  ra il  China and ndia  despite 
relatively competitive mar ets  patent rants have 
cemented the af liates  incumbent advanta es in dif-
ferent ways  dependin  on country-speci c factors  
n less competitive developin  countries or sectors  

future outcomes could be devastatin  if these trends 
are allowed to continue unchec ed

n a seminal paper on ootin  in the context of 
nancial crises in the s  and in particular  the 

Savin s and oan episode in the United States  
erlof and omer   ar ued that deliberate 

ban ruptcy for pro t will occur if poor accountin  
lax re ulation  or low penalties for abuse ive own-
ers an incentive to pay themselves more than their 

rms are worth and then default on their debt obli-
ations  owever  under such conditions  lootin  

can spread symbiotically to other mar ets  brin in  
to life a whole economic underworld with perverse 
incentives  ibid    core concern of those ar u-
in  that a new form of rentier capitalism is on the 
rise under hyper lobali ation is precisely that this 
economic underworld  has been allowed not only to 

creep to the surface  but also to drain public resources 
directly  rather than only indirectly  by relyin  on 
the uarantor role of overnments to pic  up the tab 
from bad investments  

(a) Privatization and subsidies

rivati ation  or the transfer of State-owned enter prises 
S Es  to private ownership  ained prominence with 

the United in dom s privati ation pro rammes of 
the early s  and soon after it was widely adopted 
throu hout the world  includin  in many developin  
and transition economies  Stron ly encoura ed by 

many international or ani ations  privati ation was 
expected to improve mana ement practices  increase 
ef ciency and brea  monopolies  thereby eneratin  
net welfare ains  owever  instead  many privati a-
tion pro rammes became hi hly effective vehicles to 
boost corporate monopoly rents  n some cases  the 
privati ation of S Es in monopoly industries such as 
oil  as and public utilities was preceded by corporate 
debt restructurin  and cost-cuttin  and involved 
stron  undervaluation of the assets put up for sale in 
order to attract buyers arvey   nitially  many 
such privati ation schemes produced new industry 
players and reduced mar et concentration by brea -
in  up lar e State monopolies ocha and upfer  

 owever  the widespread lac  of a concomi-
tant stren thenin  of industry oversi ht enabled the 
newly privati ed companies to retain and row 
monopoly power  at times eneratin  exorbitant rents 
for their new owners  n some cases  this contributed 
to the rowin  internationali ation of corporate 
ownership  with forei n investors ta in  control of 
ma or local bene ciary companies of privati ation 
Ferra  and ama uchi   and transferrin  rents 

bac  home   well- nown example is the privati a-
tion in  of the exican telecommunications 
company  Telmex  n addition to tax bene ts  Telmex 
was ranted a six-year exclusivity contract over the 
entire sector  t too  more than ve years for a re u-
latory framewor  and watchdo  to be established 
in exico  eanwhile  monopoly rents secured in 
the exican mar et allowed the new private owner 
to nance the expansion of its telecommunications 
roup  merica ovil  to an extent that it is now the 

lar est provider of wireless communication services 
in atin merica ar et ine   and the lar est 
non- nancial atin merican E ere - ude a  

 owever  this process has brou ht few ben-
e ts to exico  whose consumers were estimated 
by the EC  to have been overchar ed  bil-
lion annually between  and  equivalent to 

 per cent of exico s avera e annual  durin  
this period Strys ows a   

rivati ation  broadly de ned  may ta e other forms 
than the full transfer of ownership from the State to 
private actors  such as contractual and intermediate 
forms of public-private partnerships s  includ-
in  private nance initiatives F  whereby the 
private sector provides the capital for investment in 
a iven pro ect and then mana es it Titolo   
Cash-strapped overnments  in both developed and 
developin  countries  have promoted such initiatives  
rather than tryin  to increase tax revenues to nance 
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public capital expenditure  cross the world  F s 
now cover a wide ran e of social service delivery  
such as health facilities and schools  owever  the 
consequence has been the creation of streams of 
annual rental char es that imply future increases in 
public expenditure  which mi ht wea en the State s 
capacity to provide social welfare in the future TDR 
2014  Shapiro   ther forms of s  such 
as leases and concessions  have been employed 
primarily in the context of a de facto privati ation 
of physical infrastructure  n the case of lease a ree-
ments  contract arran ements enerally include 
compensation clauses  or non-compete and adverse 
action clauses  committin  overnments to pay up in 
the case of unexpected events  and prohibitin  them 
from investin  in competin  infrastructure pro ects  
n addition  such clauses ive contractors the ri ht to 

oppose any overnment policy that may affect their 
pro tability Titolo   

ene ts for the wider public in terms of ef ciency 
from such arran ements have been scarce   recent 
study of the water industry in the United in dom 

ayliss and all   for example  found that 
end-users of water and sewa e services were payin  
around  billion pounds sterlin  more a year to the 
private owners of water companies than they would 
have  had the companies been under State ownership  
Similarly  in France  it was estimated that in  the 
price of water provided throu h s was  per 
cent hi her than that provided to communities by 
public municipalities Chon  et al   nd there 
is evidence that s en a ed in road pro ects across 
Europe are  on avera e   per cent more expensive 
than similar pro ects run by public a encies lanc-

rude et al  

eyond privati ation pro rammes  lar e corporations 
have also increasin ly bene ted from various forms 
of public subsidies  such as selective tax rates  tax 
brea s of various inds  bailouts and direct subsi-
dies  without obvious bene ts for taxpayers  irect 
subsidies to support speci c sectors in dif culty or 
to promote speci c types of activities can end up 
bein  extremely re ressive transfers  For example  
a ricultural subsidies are one of the lar est per capita 
transfer pro rammes in the United States  t has been 
estimated that around  per cent of total subsidies 
o to  per cent of farmin  companies  includin  
iceland Foods nc  Tyler Farms and il rims  ride 

Corp  as well as to Es such as rcher aniels 
idland  Car ill and onsanto The Week   

and ust the top three recipients all a ribusiness 
companies  received more than  billion in United 
States overnment subsidies between  and 

 Similarly  almost all of the subsidies still 
paid to the United in dom under the EU s Common 

ricultural olicy  around  billion pounds ster-
lin  annually  o to the  per cent richest farmers 
Standin    

s the case of the United States oil and as industry 
illustrates  such subsidies have a habit of persistin  
beyond their ori inal purpose  ost subsidies in this 
sector ori inated in the early twentieth century  when 
they were desi ned to attract capital to a sector with 
hi h ris s of technolo ical failures and accidents  

ut they have persisted to the present  lon  after 
technolo y has reatly reduced such ris s su  

 -  countries spent  on avera e   bil-
lion annually in subsidies for fossil fuel production 
in  and  with the United States bein  the 
bi est spender  at around  billion ast et al  

 espite clear evidence that the elimination 
of tax subsidies in this sector in the United States 
would have only a ne li ible  if any  impact on fos-
sil fuel production llaire and rown   those 
subsidies remain intact than s to lobbyin  efforts and 
campai n contributions by corporate sta eholders  

There is a lon  list of recent subsidy deals for lar e 
corporations across a lar e number of sectors and 
developed countries  without obvious bene t to tax-
payers oun   n addition  tax brea s reduce 
companies  tax bills for certain types of spendin  and 
are equivalent to direct transfers  but are less visible 
than increases in public spendin  n practice  these 
tax brea s are often captured by powerful corpora-
tions  but have not induced si ni cant chan es in 
investment  For example  in  tax brea s in the 
United States reduced the statutory corporate tax rate 
of  per cent to an avera e effective rate of  per 
cent  allowin  corporations to capture more than 

 billion annually United States overnment 
ccountability f ce   This needs to be seen 

a ainst the bac round of steadily fallin  corporate 
tax rates under hyper lobali ation  from rou hly 

 per cent in  to below  per cent in  
F   even as investment rates have declined 

TDR 2016  chap   
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shifting (BEPS) practices 

nother example of the misuse of corporate power  
while not strictly classi ed as rent-see in  also 
shows how lar e companies can slip throu h re ula-
tory crac s and exploit differences in national laws 
to deny resources to public authorities  and thereby 
to citi ens  The rowin  ability of Es to avoid 
taxation as opposed to outri ht tax evasion  which 
would be ille al  has been a public concern for some 
time  E S practices include pro t shiftin   primar-
ily throu h transfer pricin   alon  lobal production 
chains controlled by Es  and the exploitation of 
aps and mismatches in national tax rules and re u-

lations TDR 2014  chap   EC  b  There 
are no precise and comprehensive lobal estimates of 
the extent of E S practices  in part because Es 
as well as many overnments  particularly in devel-
oped countries  have successfully resisted attempts 
to ma e country-by-country reportin  C C  of 
core nancial company data  includin  taxes paid  
publicly available Cobham and ans y   n 
the absence of adequate C C  data that would 
enable comparisons across countries  and thus allow 
systematic detection of mismatches  establishin  a 
lobal baseline for the extent of pro t misali nment 

and tax avoidance is not possible  

evertheless  rou h estimates of revenue losses due 
to E S practices can be attempted  ne recent study 
su ests that  lobally  such losses amounted to  
per cent of corporate income tax revenues EC  

b   correspondin  to an accumulated 
revenue loss of  trillion between  and 

 f these  about two thirds are estimated to have 
been due to pro t shiftin  and the remainin  third to 
mismatches between tax systems and preferential tax 
treatment  Crivelli et al   su est that lobal 
revenue losses due to pro t shiftin  by Es may 
have amounted to around  billion in  alone  
ta in  account of the fact that the impact of pro t-
shiftin  on public revenues may be felt only with 
some delay  ucman  found that the proportion 
of the pro ts made by United States rms domesti-
cally and abroad that were held in tax havens rose 
tenfold between the early s and  U CT  

 has estimated that developin  countries are 
losin   billion annually in tax revenues owed 
by Es  solely from their use of offshore hubs as 
an investment conduit  iven developin  countries  
reater reliance on corporate tax revenues  as well 

as their wea er enforcement capabilities  it is li ely 

that their loss of public revenues from such prac-
tices is proportionately lar er than that of developed 
countries

(c) The value-extracting CEO

ith mar et concentration levels as hi h as described 
above  CE s and top mana ers of lar e corporations 
have considerable power over the allocation of eco-
nomic resources  isuse of this power  for example 
to arti cially drive up shareholder value in the short 
term throu h stoc  mar et speculation  rather than to 
promote productive lon er term investment  can have 
adverse consequences for the economy as a whole 
TDR 2016  chap   t has been ar ued that such 

stoc  mar et manipulation for rent-see in  purposes 
increasin ly serves to line the poc ets of not only 
rentier shareholders  but also  above all  of the value-
extractin  CE s  themselves a onic   The 
main vehicle of this form of mana erial rentierism 
is the practice of stoc  buybac s that boost the com-
pensation pac a es of CE s a lar e part of which 
is usually in the form of stoc  options and awards  
but do little or nothin  to improve innovation and  
more enerally  companies  productivity  Usin  
the Standard  oor s Executive Compensation 
database  a onic  found that hi hly paid corporate 
executives from nancial as well as non- nancial 
sectors were very well represented  amon  the top 

 per cent of United States income receivers  with 
an avera e income of  million in  f this  

 per cent consisted of reali ed ains from stoc -
based compensation a onic    ther 
research also shows that such exorbitant rents  and 
their steep rowth over time  were unrelated to talent 
or to the expansion of a company s production and 
mar et shares  thus contributin  to rowin  income 
inequalities eller and lney   

s a onic    points out  this turn to 
mana erial  rentierism is anythin  but insi ni cant  

ver the years  the  companies in the 
S   ndex in anuary  that were publicly 
listed over the ten-year period expended  trillion 
on stoc  buybac s  representin   percent of net 
income  plus another  percent of net income on 
dividends  uch of the remainin   percent of 
pro ts was held abroad  sheltered from U S  taxes  

The explosion of share buy-bac s as the core strate y 
to boost a company s mar et valuation as opposed 
to nancin  productive investment from retained 
earnin s and payin  dividends to shareholders  
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particularly in the United States  has pernicious 
effects  in addition to the impact of absurdly hi h 
CE  compensation  on overall income distribution  
The short-term nancial success of companies en a -
in  in this strate y often forces rms that be an with a 
more productive approach to investment plannin  to 

follow suit in order to compete on the stoc  mar ets  
t also stron ly reinforces more eneral nanciali ed 

investment strate ies by which companies distribute 
more than their total income to shareholders  and use 
debt and the sale of assets to re nance their invest-
ments a onic   

This chapter has hi hli hted the emer ence of a 
new form of rentier capitalism as a result of some 
recent trends  hi hly pronounced increases in mar et 
concentration and the consequent mar et power of 
lar e lobal corporations  the inadequacy and wan-
in  reach of the re ulatory powers of nation States  
and the rowin  in uence of corporate lobbyin  to 
defend unproductive rents rutman   eor e  

 These factors are closely related  creatin  a 
vicious cycle of underre ulation and re ulatory cap-
ture  on the one hand  and further rampant rowth of 
corporate mar et power on the other  anic  
has described this self-reinforcin  dynamic of the 
interplay between lobbyin  and mar et power as one 
between the institutionally determined inte ration 
of the lobal economy and its spontaneous inte ra-
tion  nstitutional inte ration has been led by nation 
States advocatin  and adoptin  both national and 
international policy framewor s to overn the lobal 
economy and economic inte ration  Spontaneous 
inte ration refers to the international division of 
labour achieved mainly throu h the actions of mul-
tinational corporations in pursuit of their corporate 
interests and ob ectives  ibid   s spontaneous 
inte ration pro resses  its main prota onists be in 
to shape institutional inte ration to further their own 
interests and ob ectives  s the chapter ar ues  once 
institutional countervailin  powers  such as those 
of nation States  civil society and labour or ani a-
tions  have been wea ened  corporate rentierism has 

ourished  ore enerally  this raises the possibility 

of a edici vicious circle  where money is used to 
et political power and political power is used to 

ma e money  in ales  

 ma or arena in which the risin  tension between 
the powers of corporations and nation States is bein  
played out  is in bilateral and re ional trade and 
investment a reements  n the absence of decisive 
multilateral action to redress the rowin  economic 
and power imbalances at the heart of the lobal econ-
omy  supranational re ulatory framewor s coverin  
a wide ran e of economic policies   re imes  
industrial policy and public procurement policies 
foremost amon st these  are bein  shaped by cor-
porate rentier interests  rather than by considerations 
of wider public interests  

n a context in which the revolvin  doors  of eco-
nomic and political power eep turnin  frantically 

a ira et al   it will not be easy to rein in 
corporate rentierism and cut throu h re ulatory 
capture in order to promote inclusive rowth  s a 

eneral startin  point  there is rowin  reco nition 
that both nowled e and competition are public 

oods Sti lit  b  and that policies desi ned 
for their use need to ta e into account distributional 
ob ectives and impacts  ut  as discussed in the 
next chapter  it will require the countervailin  power 
of a well-functionin  inter overnmental machinery 
to eradicate the economic underworld  of lobal 
corporate rent-see in
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 1 For a more detailed discussion of Prebisch’s contri-
bution, see Toye and Toye, 2004.

 2 Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, The Science 
of Taming Powerful Firms, 13 October 2014 (see: 
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-
sciences/laureates/2014/press.html).

 3 See, for example, Baker, 2015; The Economist, 2016; 
Standing, 2016; Stiglitz, 2016a; Zingales, 2017.

 4 Thus, Piketty, for example, suggests that we may 
have gone from a “society of rentiers”, by which he 
means the eynesian nancial rentier, to a “society 
of managers” (i.e. highly paid top managers and 
CEOs of large corporations) (Piketty, 2014: 276).

 5 A recent exception is Keller and Olney (2017), who 
examined executive pay in rms in the United States 
between 1993 and 2013 and found that globalization 
had enhanced their ability (particularly that of the 
larger rms) to capture rents. 

 6 For a detailed technical discussion of the construction 
of this measure and comparisons with alternative 
measures using company level data, see the online 
annex to this chapter at: http://unctad.org/tdr2017/
Annex.

 7 The data are extracted from Thomson Reuters 
Worldscope Database that takes into consideration 
a variety of accounting conventions, and is designed 
to facilitate comparisons between companies and 
industries, within and across national boundaries. 
The recorded number of quoted companies increased 
from 5,600 in 1995 to 30,100 in 2015. The scope of 
the analysis is restricted to publicly listed companies. 
These represent a homogeneous and coherent group 
to the extent that they are generally large corpora-
tions operating across national borders; they face 
similar opportunities and constraints with regard 
to nancing, and their pro tability relies less on 
national contexts than on the state of the world 
economy (Artus, 2007). We assume that the weight 
of non-publicly quoted multinational enterprises 
( Es) is not important enough to signi cantly 
alter our results for the top of the distribution.

 8 Developed economies (30): Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Czechia, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the 
United Kingdom and the United States.

  Developing and transition economies (26): Argentina, 
Bahrain, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Hong Kong 
(China), India, Indonesia, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Oman, the Philippines, Qatar, 
the Russian Federation, Singapore, South Africa, 
the Republic of Korea, Taiwan Province of China, 
Thailand, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and iet 
Nam.

 9 The historical series for sector-adjusted benchmark 
ROAs were in fact stable for the entire period of 
observation (1995 to 2015), with the exception 
of breaks during the two major financial crises 
mentioned.

 10 Market capitalization refers to the total market value 
of publicly listed rms, calculated as the year-end 
share price times the number of shares outstanding.

 11 It should be noted, nonetheless, that a strategy of ver-
tical disintegration to refocus on core business was 
pursued in the 1980s and 1990s partly in response 
to demands for increased shareholder value in the 
short term. This somewhat slowed down the expan-
sion of large conglomerates, in some instances even 
reversing the process (TDR 2016, chap. ).

 12 The database includes 17,000 publicly listed rms 
and 11,400 privately held rms from 42 countries 
(McKinsey Global Institute, 2015).

 13 According to McKinsey Global Institute (2015: 
6), the most pro table rms operating in industries 
such as pharmaceuticals, medical devices and IT 
are between 40 and 110 per cent larger than their 
median-sized counterparts. See also Starrs (2014), 
who arrives at a similar result using the Forbes 
Global 2000 annual list of the world’s top publicly 
traded companies.

 14 Results using either the top 200 rms and/or the 
bottom 1,000 rms show very similar trends. More 
generally, adjustment of this concentration index, by 
referencing this to the hypothetical equal share of 
market capitalization of the top 100 rms (assuming 
an equal distribution of market shares) as well as to 
the observed share of the bottom 2,000 rms, ensures 
that the trend analysis remains meaningful despite 
absolute changes in the denominator of these ratios, 
with the total number of publicly listed non- nancial 

rms in the database rising from 5,600 in 1995 to 
30,100 in 2015. What is measured is evolving market 
capitalization concentration, or its trend, rather than 
absolute magnitudes.

 15 Decker et al. (2016) ascribe this trend to declining 
business dynamics and entrepreneurship in the case 
of the United States.

 16 The general advantage of a unique ranking criterion 
is that it allows a direct comparison of these various 
concentration measures. Market capitalization is the 
most comprehensive of such ranking criteria, behav-
ing like a summary index of revenues and assets, 
since it is closely correlated with these two variables. 
For this reason, using any of the above criteria for 
ranking a rm’s performance yields the same trend 
results. Market capitalization, however, best captures 
interrelated aspects of a rm’s performance: a high 
stock price facilitates acquisitions, and conversely, 
protects against (hostile) takeovers. It also helps raise 
capital in the capital markets and may, in addition, 

Notes
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bring diverse, less tangible bene ts through reputa-
tional effects and lobbying powers.

 17 The subsequent slight decline, especially in the ratio 
of the observed share of the top 100 rms in physi-
cal assets relative to their hypothetical equal shares, 
largely re ects a shift in the composition of those 

rms after 2013 and following the oil price slump 
since 2014. This shift was away from energy rms 
with extensive ownership of physical assets, to rms 
in the health-care and technology sectors that have 
higher market capitalization but much lower levels of 
ownership of physical assets. The number of energy 

rms in the top 100 fell from 18 in 2013 to only 8 by 
2015. Even so, the average ratio of physical assets 
to market capitalization for energy rms was 1.4, 
compared to 0.6 for other industries. 

 18 The rst type of economies of scale (sunk xed costs) 
are often also referred to as static returns to scale, 
whereas the latter type of economies of scale  the 
gradual widening and differentiation of markets and 
positive (learning and network) spillover effects 
on industry supply  are generally referred to as 
dynamic returns to scale.

 19 Note that while Autor et al. (2017b) measure produc-
tivity in a number of ways, including value added 
per worker, output per worker, patents per worker 
and total factor productivity, no signi cant changes 
to their results are observed.

 20 The scope of the software and IT services industry is 
based on Thomson Reuters Business Classi cation.

 21 The decline in the productivity performance of the 
top 100 rms after 2013 mirrors that of market con-
centration indicators in gure 6.3 above; that is the 
exit of many rms in the energy sector in the wake of 
the price slump in 2014, and to a lesser extent, also 
of rms in the telecommunication services sector, in 
favour of the health-care and technology sectors. 

 22 Global control networks are loose alliances between 
rms operating in the same industry, held together 

primarily through common ownership stakes by a 
few large institutional investors in the rms constitut-
ing these networks ( itali et al., 2011). These insti-
tutional investors therefore wield substantial control 
over the strategic decision-making by network rms, 
including their strategies for expansion through pric-
ing policies and the use of barriers to entry, such as 
network effects, information asymmetries, patents, 
branding and access to new markets. Global value 
chains are usually described as the fragmentation of 
the production process into discrete activities  the 
transformation of primary products, the supply of 
intermediate products and services, technological 
design, branding, advertising and delivery  that 
are spread across different geographical locations 
(e.g. Davis et al., 2017). A variety of business mod-
els combining horizontal with vertical integration 
and direct ownership with arm’s-length control of 
outsourced and subcontracted suppliers give lead 

rms a high degree of overall control over the rules 
and conditions of participation in these production 
chains, and thus also considerable market power. 

 23 The statistical analysis of rm level data on United 
States multinational enterprises and their foreign 
af liates was conducted at the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA), United States Department of 
Commerce, under arrangements that maintain legal 
con dentiality requirements. iews expressed in this 
report do not necessarily re ect those of the United 
States Department of Commerce.

 24 Buckman (2005: 94), for instance, quotes an inter-
view with a Chief Executive of P zer, who stated: 
“Our combined strength allowed us to establish a 
global private sector/ government network to lay 
the ground for what became TRIPS.” 

 25 Glasgow (2001) identi es ve evergreening strate-
gies: (i) using legislative provisions and loopholes to 
apply for a patent extension; (ii) suing generic manu-
facturers for patent infringement; (iii) merging with 
direct competitors as patent rights expire in an effort 
to continue the monopoly; (iv) recombining drugs in 
slightly different ways to secure new patents, and lay-
ering several patents on different aspects of the drug 
to secure perennial monopoly rights; and (v) using 
advertising and brand name development to increase 
the barrier to entry of generic drug manufacturers.

 26 The WTO Marrakesh Agreement included no so-
called regulatory issues with the exception of IP 
protection, the inclusion of which was hotly debated 
at the time. In contrast, the rst generation of FTAs 
covered investment as well as a wider range of 
provisions that stipulated, at least in part, stronger 
IPRs (i.e. TRIPS plus). With the second generation 
of FTAs, such as the Free Trade Agreement between 
the United States and the Republic of Korea , there is 
a full blown expansion of regulatory issues, attempts 
to promote sector-speci c harmonization of such 
issues(e.g. for the pharmaceutical sector), as well 
as the inclusion of new areas such as ecommerce. 

 27 For full details of the empirical analysis, see the 
online annex to this chapter, available at: http://
unctad.org/tdr2017/Annex. 

 28 Sales per worker was used as the relevant variable 
rather than total sales, because of disclosure con-
straints in the BEA database. 

 29 Comparable data to assess the impact of patent rights 
protection on rates of return in these sectors are avail-
able only for the listed companies in the database.

 30 In most cases, public accounting rules allow PPPs 
to be recorded off-balance sheet (EPEC, 2015), a 
practice long criticized by the IMF (IMF, 2004).

 31 UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on the Farm 
Subsidy database of the Environmental Working Group 
(available at: http://www.ewg.org/agmag/2010/06/
farm-subsidy-database .W Rrc4pLfUp).

 32 OECD (2015b), corroborated for example by Johan-
nesen et al. (2016). Monkam (2012) also suggests that 
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transfer pricing is the most damaging corporate tax 
avoidance strategy for developing countries.

 33 In some industries, the interaction with other strate-
gies to assist rent extraction is particularly obvious. 
For example, pharmaceutical companies in the 
United States have allocated the profits gener-
ated from high drug prices resulting from patent 

monopolies, to massive repurchases or buy-backs 
of their own corporate stock for the sole purpose 
of giving manipulative boosts to their stock prices 
(Lazonick et al., 2017).

 34 For example, the EU’s competition watchdog has 
recently sought to strengthen antitrust policies 
(Toplensky, 2017).
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